“I have really enjoyed the friendly
atmosphere of the classroom and
the great sport at Aldro”

Thanks For The Memories…

Two page special insert of some of our leavers’ best Aldro moments

“My favourite memory of Aldro would
probably be achieving academic and art
scholarships, and my first years of
boarding ”

W. Mallin

T. MacKinnon

“My best memory of being in 8H is
being able to spend lots of time with
my friends but being frustrated
“Friendly classmates and really nice about exams!”
teachers”
J. Foley
S. May

“My favourite memory was when we had just
finished our scholarship and I knew that I had
passed and I didn't have to do that much
work for a term”
H. Pettit

“My best memory was in June 2007
when I won a cricket bat signed with
the England Cricket team
signatures for Champagne
moment for my hatrick.”
“The best memory since I’ve been at
D. Dawson
Aldro is when I became captain of the
rifle Shooting. I never thought I would be
captain so I was very surprised when it
happened”
R. Young

“My most memorable time was
when I got into the Golden Team for
rugby XV’s and VII’s.”
B. Hopkin

“My best memories: when I came
back to school in September and I
was now a Senior in Year 8, having
bbq’s at supper on some nights,
passing my music exam, and getting
my level 3 DT badge.”
M. Gilchrist

“My favourite moment was scoring
from behind the half way line against
Cranleigh”
T. Folland

“My best moment was getting in the
Golden Team and winning Highfield
Rugby. Everyone was so happy.”
H. Button

“Opening the letter from
Charterhouse to see that I received
a Music Exhibition.”
G. Gergaud

“I enjoyed the energy which everyone
had in the classroom, the laughter which
rang across the room and the
friendliness and relationships which
everyone had with each other. ”
E. Charles

“My favourite moment of 8H was
scoring hundred in shooting activity or
receiving my exam results. P.S and
having fun with my friends...”
C. Lawson

